Tranquility, March 5.

Dear [Name]:

Sorry to hear last night of Bobby's measles, but know he'll get the best of care and will also be a decent patient. Tell him Daddy wants him to be careful about eyes, and not to get any cold at all; that way he'll soon beat the germs.

Thanks for much care and provision of many things. No time for many details. Here are pictures with notes of requirements—haven't any copy of the requirements. Items for F rank—see if P.P. or Reoss pending by shipper. Four copies of family letter, one or two of which you may use as you wish after addresses are provided for.

The money gifts are much appreciated, most especially from the Japanese. I will try to write acknowledgment soon. Meanwhile, if you write to Tokyo, have Jessie tell them the gifts are being used as intended— for serious need. Also to tell young Norman and Mrs. Crawford that their benevolent commission were promptly carried out last fall.

Will check soon on your list of pictures.

Lots of love between Committee conferences—bearable.